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Unit 4: Body

(1) How do living creatures work?
(2) Science and the ethics of research

a. the physical frame or structure of man;
b. the whole material organism viewed as an organic entity.



What Is the Matter of Nature?
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Hot 

Cold 

Wet Dry 
Air / Blood / Spring / Child Fire / Choler / Summer / Youth 

Water / Phlegm / Winter / Old Earth / Black Bile / Fall / Adult 

Humoral Medicine 



If humors are out of 
balance,

then restore balance:

environment, diet, 
rest, activity, 
emotions, 

evacuations



Symptoms: cough, runny nose, 
cranky



Symptoms: cough, runny nose, 
cranky

Diagnosis: phlegmatic

Etiology: playing in snow, cold 
and wet

Treatment?



Treatment:
get warm and dry,
visit Great-grandmother in Florida



Case: fever, delirium

Dx: hot and dry, excess blood

Rx: bleeding

Outcome: relief of symptoms

Humoralism Works?



How can you acquire knowledge 
about the body?



Photo of anatomy class removed due to copyright restrictions.



Aristotle and the Ancient Greeks:
Knowledge of Animals, Wounds



Alexandria: 

Herophilus (330-260 BCE) 
Erasistratus (330-255 BCE) 

Dissection 
And 

Vivisection 



“since both pains and various types of diseases arise in the 
internal parts, they think that no one who is ignorant of these 
parts can apply remedies to them.  It therefore is necessary to 
dissect the bodies of the dead and to examine their viscera and 
intestines. Herophilus and Erasistratus, they say, did this in the 
best way by far when they cut open people who were alive, 
criminals out of prison, received from kings.  And while breath 
still remained in these criminals, they inspected those parts which 
nature previously had concealed, also their position, color, shape, 
size, arrangement, hardness, softness, smoothness, connection, 
and the projections and depressions of each … Nor is it cruel, as 
most people maintain, that remedies for innocent people of all 
times should be sought in the sacrifice of people guilty of crimes, 
and of only a few such people at that.” -- Celsus, AD 40



Why Alexandria, why c. 300 BCE?
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Galen of Pergamon
(c. 129-217)

Gladiator anatomy,
Animal dissection,

Public demonstrations



Tashrih-i-mansuri, c. 1396
Mansur ibn Mohammed ibn Ahmad ibn Yusuf ibn Faqih llyas



Henry I of England

Died 1135, in France;
body shipped in pieces 
back to England.

“horror and faintings”



Saints, Bodies, and Reliquaries

Photos of reliquary removed due to copyright restrictions. 



Northern Europe: dying 
gradual, corpse semi-animate

Southern Europe: separation of 
body and soul, corpse inert



Late Medieval Italy: Anatomy as Public Spectacle



Renaissance Art and 
Anatomy:

Leonardo da Vinci



Going Beyond Ancient Knowledge



De Humani Corporis 
Fabrica, 1543





Anatomy as Public Spectacle



Disgust 
eur?

Photo courtesy of jay8085 on Flickr.

Anatomy: 
or Grand

http://www.flickr.com/photos/89649959@N00/2648443260/


Sources of Cadavers:
Executions, Hospitals, Grave Robbers



Thomas Willis,
Fashionable Anatomy



Enlightenment
Anatomy

Albrecht von Hallers
William Hunter



Mechanical Models of the Body:
Descartes, Galvani, and others



1692: a crime

1784: if killed in a duel

1831: unclaimed bodies

Anatomy in 
Massachusetts



Procuring Cadavers:

Resurrectionists, “Sack-em-up Men”
Anatomy Riots



Cover of “Dissection Photographs of a Rite of Passage in American Medicine: 1880-1930,” John Harley 
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Screenshot of the Harvard Anatomical Gift Program removed due to copyright restrictions. 
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Anatomy in the 21st Century:

Visible Body
Visible Human

Images from Visible Body removed due to copyright restrictions. 

See: http://www.visiblebody.com
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Anatomy as Public Spectacle

“blurs the line between art, 
science, and circus freak 
show” -- Science, 2003

Advertisements for Bodyworlds removed due to copyright restrictions. 

See: http://www.bodyworlds.com
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Since ancient Greece, doctors have sought knowledge 
of the inner structure of human bodies

Changing attitudes towards human cadavers have 
determined the possibilities and public meanings of 
human dissection

Key Points



Paper 2 Revise/Rewrite



Did not analyze two primary sources

Did not make use of Oreskes and Conway

Judged who was right or wrong instead of analyzing 
the interests behind the positions (often accepted 
one source and condemned the other)

Simplistic, e.g. Democrats vs. Republicans

Argument and organization not clear

Paper 2 Feedback
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